BRAIN
BUILDERS
1. From the pictures given below, choose the man-made things
or natural things. Tick (  ) the correct answer.



Natural
Man-made



Natural
Man-made





Natural
Man-made

Natural
Man-made





Natural
Man-made

Natural
Man-made

2. Identify the pictures and write the names of these machines.
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a)

I show you cartoon movies.

REFRIGERATOR

b)

I give you cold water.

TELEVISION

c)

I give you fresh juice of oranges.

JUICER

d)

I wash clothes for you.

WASHING MACHINE
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3. The following machines work using one of the given option?
Tick () the right answer.
Human Power
Fuel



Electricity



Human Power



Fuel
Electricity

Human Power

Human Power

Fuel

Fuel

Electricity





Electricity

Human Power

Human Power

Fuel

Fuel

Electricity



Electricity

4. Tick () the statement that is true about your friend Computer.
a)

Computer is a God made machine.

b)

Computer works on electricity.

c)

Computer can wash clothes for you.

d)

Computer needs your orders to work.

e)

Computer works at slow speed.

f)

Computer gets tired.

g)

Computer needs food to work.
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5. Cross () the incorrect words to form a correct statement.



living

a) Machines are

breathe.

things and they can not




calculate.

non-living



slow.

God
b) Machines are made by

humans



and works very

fast.
time.

tough
c) Machines make our work

easy



and saves our

Lunch box.

fuel
d) Computer works with

electricity




food.

and need your

orders.

6. Read the following statements and answer accordingly.
a) Write the name of any God made thing.

b) Write the name of any machine.

FAN

c) Name a machine which works
with human power.

BICYCLE

d) Name a machine which works with fuel.

CAR

e) Name a machine which gives you comfort
and works with electricity.

JUICER
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